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BAP farms. All are local, unregistered farms,” is a complete mischaracterization and 

misrepresentation originating from Joshua Farinella.  Any conversation like this would relate 

solely to Choice’s customers purchasing non-BAP certified shrimp.  

 

Mr. K  confirmed that the claims you are attributing to him show the shocking dishonesty 

of Joshua Farinella.  It seems that you and Outlaw are seemingly ready to print outrageous lies.  

You and Outlaw are advised to exercise the bare minimum of journalistic integrity and accept Mr. 

K ’s offer to speak with him so that he can provide you with truthful information of Choice’s 

high quality and safety standards. 

 

Kir  similarly confirmed that your statements and allegations about Choice 

somehow “hiding” workers for audit purposes are entirely false and baseless.  Similarly, your 

allegations about Choice somehow “hiding” workers for audit purposes is completely false.  First, 

the allegations are entirely implausible for unannounced BAP audits; is Choice alleged to have 

made workers disappear into thin air as soon as the auditor arrives unexpectedly at its factory 

gates?  Where were all these purported workers taken? Where is Joshua Farinella’s video of this 

mass removal? The allegations are entirely false and baseless.  Second, Mr. Kum  explained that 

Choice simply does not have a building where it can “hide” workers during an audit; the allegation 

is preposterous.  

 

 You falsely claim there are “discrepancies” between Choice’s internal daily reports and 

external BAP audit, but this was already addressed in the Outlaw reply letter. Choice stands on its 

unparalleled antibiotic testing procedures (four levels, preharvest, ELISA raw material, ELISA 

processed material, LCMSMS) and highest of quality standards. If we can agree on your visit to 

the facility, you and Outlaw are welcome to bring a BAP-certified auditor (unannounced) into 

Choice’s facility and conduct your own BAP audit. 

 

Joshua Farinella’s Inherently Irreconcilable Representations and Changing Story 

 

 At this point, it should be clear to you that you have been continually misled by the serial 

felon and manipulator, Joshua Farinella, and your blind reliance on him and the cherry-picked and 

manipulated data he has presented to you, constitutes reckless disregard for the truth and knowing 

falsity.  However, to further demonstrate this, we are presenting you with Joshua Farinella’s emails 

with Choice executives that directly undermine and contradict the claims you make in your letter, 

which you received from Joshua Farinella. 

 

Regarding SGS, as we have already explained to Outlaw, the voluntary daily internal 

reports are meant to capture every single nitpick, and addressed on a daily basis.  This is to ensure 

the highest of standards for Choice’s facility. This also insures that Choice’s standards are well 

above what any external BAP audit covers and well above the mere pass or fail standard 

established by the external BAP audit.  As such, no contradictions are present.  

 

 Moreover, Joshua Farinella has again lied to you that the SGS daily internal reports 

somehow demonstrate that either Choice or SGS’s external audit team is somehow falsifying 
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